The Tribe and Territory Sex Offender Registry System (TTSORS) is provided by the U.S. Department of Justice and the Office of Sex Offender Sentencing, Monitoring, Apprehending, Registering, and Tracking (SMART) to assist the tribes and territories in implementing Sex Offender Registration and Notification Act (SORNA) registry system requirements. Management and update access to this system is restricted—only tribe and territory agencies responsible for the management and registration of sex offenders have access to TTSORS.

TTSORS was designed with the needs of your jurisdiction in mind.
TTSORS has been designed around your needs to make your sex offender registry system setup and maintenance process as efficient as possible.

TTSORS serves a dual purpose.
TTSORS functions as the administrative registry system AND as the public sex offender registry Web site system for your jurisdiction.

TTSORS is cost-effective.
TTSORS is provided free of charge by the SMART Office so your jurisdiction does not need to develop or purchase any special information technology (IT) systems to have a SORNA-compliant registry system. All that is needed to use TTSORS is a computer with Internet access.

Ongoing professional assistance is available to you.
TTSORS is hosted and managed for you.

- No IT infrastructure burden on the tribe or territory.
- No IT staff required to manage the application.
- Application and server updates are applied automatically.
- Technical assistance is only a phone call or an e-mail away.

SORNA requirements are already included in TTSORS.
As a TTSORS user, your jurisdiction will automatically participate with the Dru Sjodin National Sex Offender Public Website (NSOPW) and with TTSORS. Your registry system will be able to:

- Provide community notifications.
- Collect all offender information required by SORNA.
- Share information with other SORNA jurisdictions.

Your Web site will be unique to your jurisdiction.
Customize the look of your public Web site. You can choose from more than 25 different templates, or you can use your own custom design. There are custom offender information fields that can be tailored to collect additional information as needed.

To get your tribe or territory started, send a request to the Institute for Intergovernmental Research® via e-mail to AWA-Request@iir.com.
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